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OLGA
Note
Good afternoon/ morning. I will talk about the deformation of Hadfield steel single crystals by dry sliding friction with the normal load/friction force orientations[𝟏̅𝟏̅𝟎]/[1̅10] and [1̅1̅0]/[001].



To stady the shear pattern near the side face 
of Hadfield steel single crystals with the same 
normal load axis but different friction force 
axes. 

To correlate it with the calculated slip and 
twin stresses induced by the normal pressure 
and friction forces. 

To analyze changes in the dislocation 
structure with distance from the worn surface. 
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OLGA
Note
The orientation dependence of the Hadfield steel hardening under uniaxial deformation is well studied. However, there is a lack of  data on the combined effect of the normal load and friction force orientations on its wear and friction behavior. This was the  purpose of the study.



The friction test configurations   
 

Materials: samples - Hadfield steel single crystals, counterbody -
105WCr6 steel hardness of 60 HRC. 
Chemical composition: C – 1.1%, Mn – 12.5%, Si – 0.4%, Ni – 0.15%,  
Cr – 0.29%, V – 0.035%, Co – 0.04%, Ti – 0.007%, and the rest is Fe.  

 
Test conditions: 
1) normal load of 21 N 
2) sliding velocity of 0.1 m/s 
3) dry sliding friction 
4) consistent tests under  
constant conditions 
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OLGA
Note
Friction tests were conducted on Hadfield steel single crystals with the normal load/friction force orientations [1̅1̅0]/[1̅10]and [1̅1̅0]/[001]. The Friction test configuration and test conditions you can see in the slide. .



 Sliding friction –”TRIBOtechnik” tribometer. 

 Single crystal surfaces were inspected using 
an Olympus LEXT OLS4100 confocal 
microscope. 

 The deformation structure of surface and 
near-surface layers were investigated in cross 
section aftertribologicaltests by 
transmissionelectronmicroscope (TEM) JEOL 
JEM-2100F. 
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OLGA
Note
There are 3 following steps of our investigation: (1) the friction tests were periodically stopped, (2) single crystal surfaces were examined using a confocal microscope Olympus LEXT OLS4100, (3) the specimen was reinstalled in the tribometer and friction continued. We repeated Steps (1)–(3) until the wear stabilized.



Time variation of the friction coefficient (a) and wear rate (b) 
for Hadfield steel single crystals with different 
crystallographic orientations 

a b 
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OLGA
Note
The coefficient of friction changes in two stages. At the beginning of friction, the average CoF values for the [1̅1̅0]/[1̅10] and [1̅1̅0]/[001] samples are equal to ~ 0.42–0.53. Then they increase to ~ 0.63–0.67 in both cases. The increase in CoF may be due to the sample hardening during deformation . The sample wear is nonuniform. In both cases, the wear rate reaches its maximum, then decreases and stabilizes at the level of ~ 0.03–0.04 mm3/h.



Maximum nominal stresses for the normal load/friction force orientations         / 

Maximum nominal stresses for the normal load/friction force orientations         / 
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OLGA
Note
For a better understanding of the revealed effect we should analyze the sample deformation and acting stresses in slip systems. Here we analyzed theoretically the slip and twinning stresses based on the crystallographic orientation of corresponding systems relatively to the applied normal and friction loads. The analysis showed the reason of  the deformation in these systems: slip or twinning.
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OLGA
Note
The theoretically calculated shear stresses should activate particular slip systems and give a surface the deformation pattern consisting of sets of slip bands, as shown in this slide.



 

Surface deformation 
pattern 
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OLGA
Note
this slide we can see that what was experimentally observed on the side faces of single crystals



Dislocation structure changes from the surface into the bulk of the material 
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Dislocation cell structure (b) 

Microtwin system and  
dislocation cell structure (c) 

Microbands with nanotwins (d) 

Nanosized deformation bands 
with nanotwins (e) General view (a) 

OLGA
Note
While discussing the deformation mechanisms, we should consider structural changes in the immediate vicinity of the worn surface by the TEM method. The observed changes in the dislocation structure depending on the distance to the worn surface indicate that the deformation substructure parameters vary widely already at the 20 μm distance



 The coefficient of friction does not change 
monotonically in both types of single crystals. 

 According to the analysis of the dislocation structure  
there are the following zones with different 
deformation mechanisms: 

* dislocation slip zone, 
* inactive twinning zone, 
* active twinning zone (one or two microtwin systems), 
* zone of deformation microbanding, 
* zone of microbands with nanotwins, 
* nanofragmentation zone, 
* zone of interaction between the sample material and 

the disk (mixing zone). 
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Note
let’s turn to the results of our study



Thank  you for your attention 
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